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Abstract 
It is now widely recognized that changes in arterial wall properties have a significant impact on hemodynamic indices 
such as pressure pulse amplification and pulse wave velocity. It is also becoming increasingly evident that changes in 
wall mechanics may progress both spatially and temporally (e.g., in age-related arterial stiffening and hypertension). 
Modeling studies can help delineate how local changes in stiffness affect global hemodynamics. Previously, several 
modeling studies have investigated blood and pressure in full-body scale arterial trees using one-dimensional 
formulations. In this paper, we work towards the goal of deepening our understanding of arterial pulse propagation 
phenomena while incorporating detailed information on localized hemodynamics. To this end, we present the first 
multi-scale simulation of unsteady blood flow and pressure within a three-dimensional deformable full-body arterial 
network. This simulation framework builds upon previous advances in fluid-structure interaction, multi-scale outflow 
boundary conditions, and perivascular tissue support modeling. We consider application examples featuring realistic 
distributions of spatially and temporally varying mechanical properties. Simulations successfully demonstrate 
realistic pressure and flow waveforms, regional blood flow distribution, pressure pulse amplification and pulse wave 
velocity. 
© 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Howard A. Stone, 
Xiaoyu Luo, and Denis Bartolo. 
Keywords: pulse wave velocity, fluid-structure interaction, hypertension, full-body arterial model, three-dimensional hemodynamics 
1. Introduction 
Because of the complex geometry and material properties of the central arteries, and the 
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hemodynamics therein that also depend on effects arising from distal conduit and resistance vessels, large 
scale computational models of vascular mechanics are needed to improve our ability to interpret current 
clinical findings and to advance our fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of disease progression 
in arterial hypertension. There have been several seminal computational studies of full-body scale 
hemodynamics within the arterial system [13]. These studies have described the physics of flow and 
pressure wave propagation in a one-dimensional setting. In this paper, we present the first multi-scale 
computational model of fully three-dimensional and unsteady hemodynamics within the primary large 
arteries in the human, literally from head to foot, while including important effects arising from the distal 
resistance vessels. This model is built upon previous key advances in multi-scale inflow and outflow 
boundary condition formulations [4], computationally efficient methods for fluid-structure interaction [5] 
and perivascular tissue support [6], and methods for anisotropic field-driven mesh adaptation [7]. 
Resulting computational findings on local pressure waves promise to relate common clinical 
measurements such as radial pressures to the more important but less easily measured cPP, which has 
greater prognostic value [8]. Computer simulations may establish these relationships in a more rigorous 
fashion than through the use of transfer functions whose accuracy has been disputed. Similarly, 
computational findings on the effects of local changes in wall properties on global metrics such as 
carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity (CF-PWV) promise to provide increased insight into relationships 
between evolving wall properties and the temporal progression of hypertension and aging-related changes 
in hemodynamics. Finally, detailed information on local pressure and velocity fields promise to enable 
new mechanobiological hypotheses regarding large artery disease to be formulated and tested. Whereas 
examination of these and other important areas of vascular therapeutics and biology will be pursued 
subsequently, the primary goal of this work is to set the stage by developing an underlying theoretical and 
computational framework. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: After reviewing the medical image data and geometric 
modeling techniques, we describe the multi-scale blood flow modeling framework, specifically the 
formulations for inflow/outflow boundary conditions, fluid-structure interaction and perivascular tissue 
support. We then present the methodology adopted for vessel wall material parameter specification and 
outflow boundary conditions. Then, in the results section, we report detailed hemodynamics in a full-body 
scale model representing the large arteries of the human body, expanding the trunk model to include the 
main arteries in the legs, arms, and head, for a total of 82 outflow faces. We highlight the accuracy of 
simulation results such as regional blood flow, pressure and flow waveforms, and pressure pulse 
propagation down the aorta. We demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed framework to produce head-
to-toe three-dimensional subject-specific hemodynamics that may significantly enhance our current 
understanding of wave propagation phenomena and its relationship with arterial stiffening within the 
human vasculature. We conclude with discussion remarks on the progress made thus-far in the field of 
multi-scale computational modeling of arterial hemodynamics, on the pressing need to develop 
experimental techniques to measure in vivo tissue mechanical parameters required by the ever more 
sophisticated computational models, and on the potential of computational modeling to identify improved 
indicators of stiffening that may allow earlier therapeutic interventions. 
2.  Methods 
2.1.  Image data and anatomical reconstruction 
2.1.1.  Medical image data 
We combined computed tomographic angiography (CTA) image data from two different patients to 
reconstruct a nearly complete network of the major arteries from the head to the lower legs. Two datasets 
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were necessary since it is rare to perform bull body CTA imaging due to radiation concerns. Indeed, full 
body scans are usually performed on subjects with multi-focal disorders such as cancer and peripheral 
vascular disease. The first image was acquired from a healthy adult subject and encompasses the major 
arteries of the head and neck. The second image volume is a neck-to-lower leg CTA scan of a subject 
encompassing the major arteries inferior to the level of the neck, including those in the torso, arms, and 
legs. We constructed separate three-dimensional geometric models for each image volume using a vessel 
path-based segmentation procedure whereby the arterial lumen boundary is defined using a combination 
of manual demarcation, image thresholding, and level-set segmentation [9]. The final geometric model 
was assembled by scaling (due to a height difference between the patients), translating, and finally 
combining the two separate three-dimensional models so that the common carotid and vertebral arteries 
are connected in a smooth and continuous fashion (see Fig. 1). 
 
 
Fig. 1. The arterial geometry was reconstructed separately for the head/neck and the rest of the body using CT image data from two 
subjects. Segmentations performed along manually selected path lines were interpolated to produce a 3-D geometric solid model of 
each vessel 
2.1.2.  Mesh generation and adaptivity 
 
Mesh generation is always an important task when dealing with anatomically complex 3-D domains, 
and it is critical in this case due to the scale and the large range of vessel diameters within the model (2.92 
mm diameter at the level of the aortic root vs. 0.2 mm diameter at the tibial artery). We adopted a two-
step mesh generation strategy whereby a first stage of arbitrarily-specified local curvature-based 
refinement is followed by a field-driven mesh refinement stage based on steady-flow computations. In the 
first stage, the parameters of the local curvature-based refinement were chosen to enhance spatial 
resolution in the smaller branch vessels. Then, the field-based mesh refinement process [7] adapted the 
mesh to increase element density in the directions of high velocity gradients (see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. The finite element mesh was generated by discretization of the 3-D solid model using curvature-based and field-based 
adaptive mesh refinement. Close-up views demonstrate greater element density in the smaller vessels 
2.2. Methods for blood flow simulation 
2.2.1. Multi-scale modeling approach 
In this work, we adopted the coupled multi-domain method (Irene CMAME 2006) to represent the 
physics of blood flow using a multi-scale model of the circulation. This approach is based on the 
Dirichlet-to-Neumann and Variational Multi-scale methods. Briefly, the Coupled Multi-Domain method 
employs a disjoint decomposition of the spatial domain f: into an upstream “numerical” domain f:  
and a downstream “analytical” domain f: ' such that f f ' f: : :  * and : :   'f f . These two 
domains are separated by the interfaces in*  and out*  [10]. Here, f: is the three-dimensional geometry 
reconstructed from medical image data and modeled using NavierStokes equation for an incompressible 
Newtonian fluid. f: ' represents the distal vascular networks not included in the three-dimensional 
geometric model and whose physics are described using simpler theories such as 1D or lumped-parameter 
formulations. A similar disjoint decomposition is applied to the solution ^ `, V v p    : V V V c   with 
f 0V : c  , f 0V :c   and V V c  at the interface out* . The unit normals at the interface out*  are such 
that fn nc . Here, v  is the velocity and p  is the pressure in the spatial domain. In the context of a 
Stabilized Finite Element formulation with equal-order interpolation functional spaces for velocity and 
pressure, the variational equation for the blood flow problem is  
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Here, q and qc and w and wc are the test functions for mass and momentum balance in f: and f:c , 
respectively, and U f is the blood density. T( ( ) )v vW P     is the viscous stress tensor and P  is the 
dynamic viscosity. in*  is a Dirichlet boundary where the test functions w vanish. t*  is the boundary of 
f: representing the interface with the arterial wall where a traction ft  is specified via the fluid-structure 
interaction formulation of choice. The traction and velocity terms on the interface out*  are given as a 
function of the solution vc in f:c that can be approximated by momentum and mass operators 
^ `m c outTM M M * ,  and ^ `m c outTH H H * ,  depending on the chosen model of the circulation in f:c . 
We have: 
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In this work, we considered a lumped-parameter model to represent the circulation in the downstream 
domain. Specifically, we adopted a standard three-component Windkessel model that requires the 
definition of a proximal resistance pR , compliance C, and distal resistance dR . 
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2.2.2. Method for fluid-structure interaction 
 
The coupled-momentum method for fluid-structure interaction was used to account for the 
deformability of the arterial network [5] and is appropriate for modeling wave propagation phenomena in 
large arterial networks due to its computational efficiency. This is a monolithic, fixed-mesh configuration 
method in which the elasto-dynamics equations of the vessel wall are embedded into the variational form 
of the fluid problem via the definition of a fictitious body force driving the motion of the wall. By using a 
thin-wall membrane assumption, the fictitious body force is related to the traction t f at the fluid-solid 
interface *t , providing a closure for the term in Eq. (1)  
^ `  
s
t s s out
f s
sd d : d d ,a h A h A h LL
* * * *
U N       ³ ³ ³ ³w t v hw w P w     (6)
where h and ȡ are the vessel wall thickness and density, respectively, s* represents the reference (average) 
configuration for the arterial wall over the cardiac cycle,  sL NP  is the linearization of the first Piola-
Kirchhoff stress tensor, sout* is a boundary of the s*  configuration where a traction 
sh  is prescribed [10]. 
 sL NP may be obtained by linearization of a non-linear constitutive law via the theory of small on 
large [11] and will be used in subsequent studies to assign experimentally-derived biaxial constitutive 
laws to the arterial wall. In the present work, however, we used a simple analog of the arterial stiffness 
given by a linear, isotropic constitutive model, characterized by a Young’s modulus, E. In this case, 
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where Q  represents the Poisson’s ratio, k is a transverse shear factor, u is the displacement vector, and P  
is a pre-stress tensor. 
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2.2.3. Model for perivascular tissue support 
 
To obtain physiologically plausible modes of vessel wall dynamics, it is necessary to account for the 
mechanical forces exerted by the perivascular tissues and other organs on the arterial walls. Indeed, the 
major arteries of the body are tethered to the surrounding tissue as opposed to being suspended in space. 
We thus apply a simple traction boundary condition on the vessel wall boundary to represent the 
mechanical behavior of the perivascular issue [6] and to stabilize potential unrealistic oscillations in the 
movement of the unsupported arterial wall. This traction boundary condition mimics the effect of a 
viscoelastic foundation and is added to Eq. (1) via the following integral term 
 
s
s s d .k c A
*
 ³ w u v+         (9)
Here, the parameters ks and cs control the stiffness and damping behavior, respectively. 
2.3. Parameter specification 
2.3.1. Arterial wall material properties 
 
The manually generated centerline paths and two-dimensional segmentations obtained in the geometric 
reconstruction process were used to assign non-uniform spatial distributions of vessel wall stiffness (i.e. 
Young’s modulus E) and thickness h according to the following procedure: We first determined the radii 
r of the segmentations along the centerline path. The thickness at the segmentation was then defined as 
ten percent of the radius [12]. The distribution of Young’s modulus was assigned by first using an 
empirical formula derived by Reymond et al. [13] from measurements relating pulse wave velocity to 
vessel radius PWV /(2 )V r
ED , where D = 13.3 and E = 0.3. Here, r is given in mm and VPWV in m/s. Then, 
using the MoensKorteweg formula we arrived at the following expression for Young’s modulus (given 
in MPa) as a function of the local radius 
 
2
2 10.001 (2 )
.E
h r E
U D
       (10) 
 
The values of thickness and Young’s modulus at the segmentation locations were interpolated in a linear 
fashion along the centerline and then projected on to the vessel wall triangular mesh by finding the 
shortest distance of each triangle to the centerline. 
2.3.2. Outflow boundary condition parameters 
 
The total resistance of each Windkessel model p dR R  at the outlets is adjusted in an iterative manner 
so that the predicted flow distributions in each vascular region were within 3% of reported values [14]. 
We assigned the ratio of the proximal to total resistance to be 5.6%, except for the outlets where no 
reverse flow was expected. In such outlets (i.e., renals and cerebral vessels), we arbitrarily assumed this 
ratio varied between 10%20%. We then adjusted the Windkessel compliances at each outlet until 
physiological values for the pulse pressure were obtained. The pulse pressure is affected by the total 
arterial compliance which is a combination of the three-dimensional domain compliance (inversely 
related to arterial stiffness, 3D / ),C V P ' '  and the Windkessel compliances. 
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3. Results 
We demonstrate the capabilities of our framework to simulate realistic hemodynamics within a model 
representing the primary large arteries of the human vasculature. Figure 3 shows all 82 outlets of the 
model, colored by perfusion region. Close-up views depict the cerebral vasculature (A), subclavian 
branches (B), arm arteries (C, D), mesenteric branches (E), branches from the celiac trunk and the renal 
arteries (F), and the major leg arteries and their branches (IN). All outflow vessels are labeled with 
unique identifiers. We considered a distribution of mechanical wall properties similar to that of the 
“Middle-aged” case in the previous trunk model. The Windkessel parameters used in this model are 
reported in Table 1. The vessel wall density was ȡ= 1.06 g/cm3, the Poisson’s ratio Q  = 0.5, and the 
transverse shear factor k = 0.833. The blood dynamic viscosity was P = 0.04 poise, and the perivascular 
stiffness and damping parameters were ks = 10 dyn/cm3 and cs = 150 dyn/cm3/s. We prescribed a typical 
ascending aortic flow waveform with an average cardiac output of 5 liters/min and a heart rate of 60 beats 
per second. The finite element mesh consisted of 14 438 720 linear tetrahedra and 2 674 545 nodes. We 
used a time step size of 0.05 ms and ran the simulation for three cardiac cycles to achieve cycle-to-cycle 
periodicity in the results. The run time was approximately 48 hours per cardiac cycle using 384 cores of a 
cluster containing AMD Barcelona processors (Ranger at Texas Advanced Computing Center). Figure 4 
displays color maps of arterial stiffness, peak systolic wall shear stress and a volume render of velocity 
magnitude for this model. 
3.1. Pressure and flow waveforms 
 
Figure 5 shows realistic predictions of pressure and flow waveforms at multiple sites. Reverse flow is 
mostly absent in the descending thoracic aorta, but develops in the infra-renal region of the abdominal 
aorta and is also seen in the iliac and femoral arteries. Flow waves in the subclavian and brachial arteries 
show a sharp systolic peak followed by a secondary peak. In particular, the shape of the brachial flow 
wave is in good agreement with experimental measurements [15]. 
3.2. Pressure and flow waveforms 
 
Pressures ranged from 151/81 mmHg (1 mmHg = 0.133 kPa) in the ascending aorta to 163/73 mmHg in 
the tibial artery. Time-averaged mean pressure dropped from 114 mmHg in the ascending aorta to 104 
mmHg in the tibial artery. The ratio of the tibial pulse pressure to ascending aortic pulse pressure is 1.30, 
indicating pressure amplification. The table in Fig. 5 shows PWV down the aorta and the arteries of the 
left leg. The calculated carotid-to-femoral pressure wave velocity (CF-PWV) is representative of typical 
values reported in experimental studies. 
4. Discussion 
Diverse clinically measurable metrics pulse wave velocity, pulse pressure, augmentation index, arterial 
distensibility, and so forth have found considerable clinical acceptance as indicators of cardiovascular 
function and predictors of cardiovascular risk [1619]. For example, it has been shown empirically that 
the CF-PWV correlates very well with both risk and disease [16], leading some to refer to CF-PWV as the 
“gold standard” of measurement of arterial stiffness [18] and the NIH to concur that it is a “direct 
measure of arterial stiffness” (RFA-HL-10-027). We emphasize, however, that CF-PWV is simply a 
convenient clinical metric that reflects an underlying spatially-averaged structural stiffness of a tapering 
arterial tree from the carotids to the femorals. There is a need to understand the CF-PWV better from the 
perspective of mechanics as well as from the perspective of clinical implications. Indeed, notwithstanding 
the increased clinical acceptance of CF-PWV as a metric of changes in arterial stiffness [16] suggested 
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that “augmentation index might be a more sensitive marker of arterial stiffening and risk in younger 
individuals [<50 years of age] but aortic PWV is likely to be a better measure in older individuals [>50 
years of age]”, that is, only after marked and diffuse changes in stiffness have occurred. Lakatta et al. [20] 
wrote further that “Evaluation of the diastolic decay of pulse wave contour may provide insights into the 
characteristics and pathology of more distal vessels in which reflected waves originate.” Wang et al. [21] 
similarly suggested that “Although aortic stiffness indexed by carotid-femoral PWV is the gold standard 
measurement for arterial stiffness, measurement of the intensity of wave reflection is also relevant to 
identify subjects with early vascular aging…” Based on empirical findings, therefore, there is a pressing 
need to investigate more deeply the utility of the many candidate clinical metrics of arterial aging as well 
as their potential in reflecting the underlying structural mechanisms that lead to adverse cardiovascular 
diseases.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Schematic of all arteries in the full-body model grouped by perfusion region. Close-up views depict the cerebral vasculature 
(A), subclavian branches (B), arm arteries (C, D), mesenteric branches (E), branches from the celiac trunk and the renal arteries (F), 
and the major leg arteries and their branches (I-N). All outflow vessels are labeled with unique identifiers 
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Table 1. Windkessel parameters for the model. The colors represent the different perfusion regions as depicted in Fig. 4. 
Face name ID Rp/u103 C/u106 Rd/u104 Face name ID Rp/u104 C/u107 Rd/u105 
Ext. Carotid L 80 3.23 6.84 5.44 Post. Tibial L 2 1.05 12.4 1.76
Ext. Carotid R 82 3.53 6.26 5.95 Post. Tibial 1 L 12 1.55 8.37 2.61
Subclavian 1 L 30 7.13 5.53 6.42 Post. Tibial 2 L 13 1.42 9.10 2.40
Subclavian 1 R 44 8.74 4.51 7.86 Post. Tibial 3 L 14 1.98 6.55 3.33
Subclavian 2 R 45 8.74 4.51 7.86 Int. Iliac L 21  0.791 16.4 1.33
Ant. Cerebral L 81 9.48 2.33 16.0 Ant. Tibial L 10 1.55 8.37 2.61
Ant. Cerebral 83 9.48 2.33 16.0 Ant. Tibial 1 L 15 1.78 7.28 3.00
Mid. Cerebral 23 7.97 4.95 7.17 Peroneal L 11 1.05 12.4 1.76
Mid. Cerebral 79 4.74 4.66 7.99 SFA L 50 1.42 9.10 2.40
Post. Cerebral 29 15.9 2.47 14.3 SFA 1 L 49 1.27 1.02 2.14
Post. Cerebral 43 14.3 2.77 12.8 SFA 2 L 51 1.55 8.37 2.61
    SFA 3 L 52 1.05 12.4 1.76
Subclavian 2 L 31 8.64 1.65 14.6 SFA 4 L 53 1.27 10.2 2.14
Axillary 1 L 32 10.5 1.36 17.7 SFA 5 L 54 1.78 7.28 3.00
Axillary 2 L 33 8.64 1.65 14.6 SFA 6 L 55 1.98 6.55 3.33
Axillary 3 L 34 12.8 1.12 21.5 SFA 7 L 56 1.55 8.37 2.61
Axillary 4 L 35 16.3   0.873 27.5 Popliteal 1 L 57 1.55 8.37 2.61
Brachial L 24 8.64 1.65 14.6 Popliteal 2 L 58 1.78 7.28 3.00
Brachial 1 L 36 5.54 2.57 9.34  
    Post. Tibial R 18 0.88 13.8 1.48
Axillary 1 R 48 9.47 1.50 16.0 Int. Iliac R 22 1.22 9.95 2.06
Axillary 2 R 47 8.64 1.65 14.6 Ant. Tibial R 3 1.32 9.22 2.22
Subclavian 3 R 46 7.16 1.99 12.1 Peroneal R 4 1.79 6.79 3.02
Brachial R 38 5.54 2.57 9.34 Peroneal 1 R 5 1.62 7.52 2.73
    Post. Tibial 1 R 6 1.62 7.52 2.73
Splenic 16 2.65 14.3 4.46 Peroneal 2 R 7 2.18 5.58 3.68
Left Gastric 25 5.29 6.70 8.92 Peroneal 3 R 8 2.51 4.85 4.23
Hepatic 37 1.13 11.1 1.91 Ant. Tibial 1 R 9 2.95 4.12 4.97
    SFA R 59 2.01 6.06 3.38
Mid. Colic 17 2.73 22.1 4.61 SFA 1 R 60 1.32 9.22 2.22
SMA 1 71 4.62 13.1 7.78 SFA 2 R 61 1.32 9.22 2.22
SMA 2 72 6.70 9.02 11.3 SFA 3 R 62 2.79 4.37 4.70
SMA 3 73 7.42 8.15 12.5 SFA 4 R 63 1.62 7.52 2.73
SMA 4 74 6.70 9.02 11.3 SFA 5 R 64 1.62 7.52 2.73
SMA 5 75 7.42 8.15 12.5 SFA 6 R 65 1.62 7.52 2.73
SMA 6 76 9.04 6.70 15.2 SFA 7 R 66 1.62 7.52 2.73
SMA 7 77 6.11 9.90 10.3 Popliteal 1 R 67 2.01 6.06 3.38
SMA 8 78 6.70 9.02 11.3 Popliteal 2 R 68 1.62 7.52 2.73
    Popliteal 3 R 69 1.62 7.52 2.73
Renal 1 L 26 15.2 16.0 6.07 Popliteal 4 R 70 1.32 9.22 2.22
Renal 2 L 27 9.60 25.3 3.84  
Renal 3 L 28 9.60 25.3 3.84  
Renal 1 R 39 10.4 23.3 4.18  
Renal 2 R 40 15.5 15.7 6.19  
Renal 3 R 41 12.1 20.1 4.84  
Renal 4 R 42 12.1 20.1 4.84  
     
IMA 1 19 3.41 17.8 5.74  
IMA 2 20 6.70 9.02 11.3  
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Fig. 4. From left to right: Young’s modulus, systolic wall shear stress and systolic velocity magnitude 
We submit that, via well designed parametric studies, computational models offer considerable 
promise in contributing to this goal. In particular, there is a need to investigate the hypothesis that 
increased arterial stiffening likely initiates in more proximal large arteries, then propagates to more distal 
large arteries and eventually to the microvessels. Modeling studies can facilitate the delineation of effects 
of spatially and temporally progressive increases in large artery stiffening on system-level hemodynamics, 
with the potential to identify improved indicators of early stiffening that may allow an earlier clinical 
intervention that can prevent the longer-term irreversible changes to the microstructure that otherwise 
inevitably occur. Working towards the ultimate goal of deepening our understanding of arterial pulse 
propagation phenomena while incorporating detailed information on localized hemodynamics and 
biomechanics, in this paper we presented the first computational model of fully three-dimensional 
hemodynamics within a fluid-structure interaction framework of the main arteries of the human 
vasculature. This model is built upon previous key advances in multi-scale inflow and outflow boundary 
condition formulations, computationally efficient fluid-structure interaction methods, and methods for 
perivascular tissue support modeling. Each of these formulations represents a critical milestone in the 
overall task of producing high-quality, physiologically realistic computational estimates of subject-
specific hemodynamics. 
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Fig. 5. Pressure and flow waves at multiple sites in the model. Table shows PWV values obtained by measuring the time between 
the “foot” of the pressure waves at two sites. The calculated carotid-to-femoral pressure wave velocity (CF-PWV) is representative 
of typical values found in experimental measurements 
 Indeed, multi-scale based reduced order Windkessel models represent those parts of the circulation 
not explicitly included in the computational domain and incorporate the important effects (i.e., resistance 
and compliance) arising from distal networks. These boundary conditions set the overall level of pressure 
and distribution of flow splits within the model without imposing any of the fundamental variables (flow 
and pressure) which are part of the desired solution. Fluid-structure interaction formulations are required 
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to represent accurate hemodynamics since velocity and pressure fields in the large arteries are greatly 
influenced by the deformability of the vessel. Moreover, wave propagation phenomena, the key subject of 
this study, can only be described considering fluid-structure interaction formulations because blood is 
essentially an incompressible fluid. While remarkable modeling efforts have been made using Arbitrary 
LagrangianEulerian formulations [22, 23], the scope of these studies has been focused on localized 
arterial networks such as the thoracic aorta, abdominal aorta, and cerebral vasculature. The coupled-
momentum method utilized in this study is well suited for modeling wave propagation phenomena in 
large arterial networks in a robust and computationally efficient manner, as demonstrated here. Lastly, the 
simple external tissue support boundary condition adopted here is critical in order to eliminate spurious 
oscillations that long slender vessels would typically experience if modeled in an unsupported manner. 
The application example presented here demonstrate that multi-scale modeling of subject-specific 
hemodynamics can produce realistic pressure and flow waveforms, regional blood flow distribution, wall 
shear stress, pressure pulse propagation and pulse wave velocity. Furthermore, we have also demonstrated 
that it will soon be feasible to obtain system-level hemodynamics of head-to-toe vascular models in 
clinically relevant time frames. Indeed, the ever-increasing power and ease of access of computer clusters 
will enable running problems of the size presented here (15 million elements) in just a few hours. 
However, this sophistication in the modeling techniques is dependent upon numerous boundary condition 
and material property parameters for which there is usually little information. For instance, the full body 
scale model requires 246 outflow parameters: three Windkessel coefficients for each of the 82 outlets. 
Likewise, the mechanical characterization of the arterial network demands knowledge of mechanical 
properties such as biaxial stiffness and thickness that are not easily measurable in vivo. There is clearly a 
pressing need to develop new experimental techniques to measure these parameters in a systematic and 
reliable fashion. Likewise, from the modeling standpoint, information on the time-evolving position of 
the vessel wall provided by either Cardiac-gated computed tomography or 4D-magnetic resonance 
imaging data could be incorporated into a computer simulation framework via data-assimilation 
techniques [24]. Furthermore, 4D-phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging data could be used to 
obtain qualitative and quantitative information on flow patterns throughout the volume of interest: For 
example, to reconstruct volumetric flow waveforms at multiple locations in the model. Combined with 
non-invasive pressure measurements, an estimate of arterial resistance could be obtained to tune the 
outflow and inflow boundary condition parameters. 
Lastly, the simulations presented here could be enhanced by incorporating the following modeling 
techniques. First, a non-Newtonian blood constitutive model might be necessary given the low shear rates 
experienced in the smaller vessels of the model. Secondly, the assumed linear elastic isotropic behavior 
for the vessel wall must be improved in future studies by first using consistent linearization of biaxial 
nonlinear models via the theory of small on large and ultimately by implementing a nonlinear shell model 
for the arterial wall. In future studies we will incorporate a heart model to enable intuitive quantification 
of workload in the heart due to arterial stiffening and the anatomy of the main coronary arteries to 
investigate the potential deleterious effect of hypertension on coronary perfusion. 
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